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BEST LAB PRACTICES
read the instructions all the way
through before you start an experiment.
Make sure you have all the supplies and
Equipment you need,
Keep slime and food coloring off fabrics.
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slimes)
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Try to keep water away
from the blue-and-green
Slime-O-Nator base (that is
where the motor and
batteries are).

Keep borax dust away
from your face and avoid
inhaling it. Keep borax
away from small children.

PLUNGER
SLIMEO-NATOR
BASE
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The bottom of the green
bracket has 8 sides, with
one side open. With the open
side facing the front of the
slime machine, fit the rubber
plunger inside the bracket. It
only fits through the wide part
at the top of the bracket.

Hand wash your lab
equipment. Do
not use the dishwas
her. The Dome
Base and Slime Bowl
remove easily
for cleaning. Make su
re you always
have a tight fit when
you replace them.

Plunger

When the plunger is centered
inside the bracket, push the
bracket straight down until it
snaps into place on the
Slime-O-Nator base.

snap!
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Stretch and fit the three slots
on the rubber slime bowl over
the three ends of the bracket.
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Set the three indentations on the dome base over the
three bracket ends. Press down on each indentation snap!
until it snaps into place. You want a tight fit.

Before turning on
ace
the Slime-O-Nator, pl se
e ba
the dome top onto th er
th
ge
to
and press them
et.
me
s
where the dimple
something missing or broken
?

Insert batteries
(see back cover).

SLUDGE BUCKET

Call SmartLab Customer Service
at 1-866-319-5900.
We will happily resolve your conce
rns.

Don’t put any slime down
the sink or toilet. Instead,
create a Sludge Bucket out of
a saucepan or a large bowl.
Toss all your slimy stuff into
the Sludge Bucket. Empty the
goop into the garbage when
you are finished experimenting
for the day.

To clean the machine between
recipes, first empty the
contents into your Sludge
Bucket. Scoop out as much
goo as you can. Then, tilt the
machine and rinse ONLY the
rubber slime bowl and dome
base under gently
running water.

snap!
snap!

N-UPS:
NOTE TO GROW
fun, it’s messy, and the

Investigating slime is
d experimentation
opportunities for learning an
ges trial-and-error
are boundless.This kit encoura ts. Kids shouldn’t
ien
testing using household ingred
you’ll experiment
have all the fun, so we hope
t. A couple of the
alongside your young scientis
help. Happy sliming!
experiments REQUIRE adult
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PRINCIPLE: NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS

nd. Is it A LIQUID? A SOLID

mi
This slime can’t make up its

INGREDIENTS

CORNSTARCH
WATER
FOOD COLORING

LAB EQUIPMENT

SMALL BOWL
MEASURING CUPS
SLIME CYLINDER
SPOON

ENT WITH R ESISTING
EXPERIMEN
MUTANT SLIME THE FORCE

? BOTH?

1

2

MUTANT SLIME

1

Measure ½ cup (118 mL)
of cornstarch into
the bowl.

2

3

Slowly stir in 3 to 4 tablespoons
(45 to 60 mL) of water.
Add a drop or two of food
coloring, if you want.
Stir until mixed.

Drizzle slime off the spoon
into the mixing bowl.
Observe how it flows.
Tap your fingers hard on the
surface of the slime.
Now push your fingers slowly
into the slime, and stir it.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU PUSH HARD?
WHAT ABOUT WHEN
YOU STIR SLOWLY?
CAN YOU GRAB A
HANDFUL OF SLIME?

1

Pour some slime into your
cylinder and plunge the
plunger end of the slime
stick down into the slime.

Compare the feel of
hard and gentle pushes
and pulls.
ur the slime
When you’re done, po wl and wash
bo
back into the mixing thoroughly.
r
de
lin
cy
e
th
out
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OOZING
SLIME BALL

Scoop up a small amount of
slime and roll it into a ball.
As long as you keep rolling,
the slime keeps its shape.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU STOP ROLLING IT?

THE ANTI-SLIME

Cornstarch will not dissolve
completely, but you can make
it act more like a regular
liquid by adding water.
WHEN YOU ARE DONE
EXPERIMENTING, POUR OR
SCRAPE THE SLIME INTO YOUR
SLUDGE BUCKET.

DON’T POUR IT DOWN
THE DRAIN OR TOILET.
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IP ON
GET A GRCO
RNSTARCH SLIME

2 parts
The cornstarch slime recipe is typically
cornstarch to 1 part water.
ly like honey but
You want it to be thin enough to pour slow
the surface.
thick enough to feel solid when you tap
rch. If it’s too
If it’s watery add a little more cornsta
er.
wat
e
mor
thick to stir, add a little

,

,

,

THE

SPLAT TEST
1

2

Have your family gather ’round
as you pour a puddle of slime
onto a cookie sheet.
Now slap your hand down on
top of the puddle and watch
your audience jump back.

HEY! WHERE’S THE SPLAT?

NIAN
NON-NEWTO
FLUIDS

ientist Isaac
Back in the 1700s, scids. He said
Newton studied flu the same
a fluid would behavess it got too
way all the time, unle ld (ice). But
hot (steam) or too coesn’t behave
cornstarch slime do icted—so it’s
the way Newton pred nian fluid.
called a non-Newto
fluids include
Other non-Newtonianard, shampoo,
paint, ketchup, cust don’t all act
and toothpaste. Theye, but they all
like cornstarch slim me way.
are freaky in so

VISCOSITY:
THE THICK AND
THIN OF IT

The scientific word for
a liquid’s thickness is
VISCOSITY (viss-KOSS-ity).
A liquid with low viscosity,
like water, is runny and flows
freely. A liquid with high
viscosity, like honey, is thick
and doesn’t flow easily—it
resists flowing. Cornstarch
slime gets more viscous when
you push, squeeze, or shake
it. More on this when you
turn the page.
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PRINCIPLE: POLYMERS

it for a lightning bolt,
Dr. Frankenstein had to wa to jolt your monster to life.
u have the SLIME-O-NATOR

but yo

INGREDIENTS

CORNSTARCH
WATER
FOOD COLORING

LAB EQUIPMENT
GOOP SCOOP
MIXING CUP
SLIME-O-NATOR
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME STICK
DROPPER

1

Measure 1 full scoop
of cornstarch into
the mixing bowl.
Use your finger to
get as much of the
cornstarch into the
bowl as you can.

IT'S ALIV2 E!

Mix in 1 tablespoon
(15 mL) of water.
Use the hook end
of the stick to stir
until the slime is well
mixed. It should be a
little hard to stir.

Turn the dial slightly
to the right.

,

art
Your slime should st tating
mu
moving like a dancing r.
slime monste

TRY THIS!
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2

Snap the cover on and dial
the Slime-O-Nator to the
lowest speed.
Watch what happens
to the colors.

r
the droppe
You can useps of water or
to add dro to the slime
more color moves.
as it

Snap on the lid.

Pour the slime into
your Slime-O-Nator.

1

Remove the cover and
carefully add four drops
of food coloring—each
a different color—to
the slime.
Place the drops far apart
from one another.

IT’S SO L
U
SUSPENSEeFcornstarch

th
Instead of dissolving,
ended in the
sp
su
ain
m
re
particles
no pressure, the
water. When there is But when you
.
fluid flows like a liquid the particles
,
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hit or sque
become almost
JAM TOGETHER and rce is gone,
e fo
solid. The instant th
ART and water
AP
OW
FL
es
the particl
again.
slides between them

No Pressure

Pressure

TIP!
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3

TECHNICOLOR SLIME

slime behave?
Turn off the Slime-O-Nator. How does the
ch the wave patterns.
Experiment with speed settings and wat
Which setting gives the best results?
it moves. How does
Use the slime stick to Poke the slime as
the slime feel?

THE SOURCE OF ALL
SLIME: POLYMERS

cules
Slimes get their sticky stretchiness from gigantic mole
called POLYMERS. Polymer molecules are made
of smaller, repeating parts that fit together
like the links in a chain. Polymers tend to
be flexible and stretchy. Some are natural,
like cornstarch, spider silk, and the DNA
in your cells. Some are human-made, like
plastic, glue, and the slimes made by you!

STRESSED OUT!

The Slime-O-Nator’s vibrations
are like you hitting the slime
hundreds of times a second,
and all those particles jamming
together and flowing apart create
the wiggling movements you see.
When you STIR, SQUEEZE, PUSH,
or VIBRATE a liquid, you are
applying SHEAR STRESS.
Cornstarch slime gets thicker
with shear stress, so it’s called
a shear-thickening fluid.
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PRINCIPLE: PROTEIN POLYMERS • MUCUS
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INGREDIENTSUE
CLEAR GEL GL

This is snot science. OH, YES, IT IS!

INGREDIENTSGELATIN

UNFLAVORED IS ENOUGH)

(ONE ENVELOPE

WATER
LIGHT CORN SYRUP NG
RI
YELLOW FOOD COLO

LAB EQUIPMENT

F CUP
MICROWAVE-PROO
GOOP SCOOP
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME STICK
SLIME-O-NATOR
ADULT ASSISTANT

PROTEIN
POLYMEprRotS
ein

Gelatin is a
polymer that loses its
er.
structure in hot watein
ot
pr
e
As it cools, th
selves.
chains rebuild them syrup
rn
co
The water and
get trapped in the
spaces between the
polymer chains,
s of
creating a slimy mes
.
op
go
snotty
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(OR GLITTER GLUE)

WATER (WARM)
OSTER
BORAX LAUNDRY BO IONAL)
PT
GROUND PEPPER (O

SNOT SLIME!
1

Measure 1
tablespoon
(15 mL) of
water into
the cup.

Glue

1

2

Mix together 1
tablespoon (15
mL) of glue and
1 tablespoon (15
mL) of water.

Have your assistant
heat the water in
the microwave until
it starts to steam—
about 30 seconds.

Add a drop of
yellow food
coloring.

3

Sprinkle 1
teaspoon (5
mL) of gelatin
powder over
the hot liquid.

6

Add 1 tablespoon
(15 mL) of corn
syrup and stir.
Let it cool a minute.

4

Let it soften a few
seconds and then
stir until all of the
gelatin dissolves.

Scoop out the snot
and see how it feels.
Can you stretch it?
How does it behave in
the Slime-O-Nator?

5

Let it cool
a minute.

3

Measure 4 tablespoons
(60 mL) of warm water
into the cylinder. Add
½ teaspoon (2.5 mL) of
borax powder.
Use the plunger end of
the slime stick to mix
the solution until the
borax dissolves.

THE
ANTIa-teSr aLnIdMdisEh

IS IT MUCUS?
NO, IT’S SNOT

LAB EQUIPMENT

Warm w
in
ke the prote
soap will ma t Slime lose their
Sno
polymers in ame anti-slime will
grip. The s r Sick Slime.
work fo

Water

GOOP SCOOP
MIXING CUP
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME STICK
MEASURING SPOON
SPOON

Pepper

2

Stir until the glue
is thoroughly
mixed.
Sprinkle in a little
ground pepper.

4

Pour a little borax
solution into the
glue mixture and
stir. Keep adding
the borax solution
until you have
reached slime
perfection.

aps pollen
Mucus in your nose tr
ey can get to
and dust before th ks of pepper
your lungs. The spec ime imitate
or glitter in this sl ecks are
the way allergen sp. Ew!
trapped in snot

Every living thing makes
slime. Sometimes the sli
m
is on the inside. Somet e
imes
it’s on the outside. Slim
es
from plants, algae, and
bacteria are just called
“slime.” The scientific na
me
for most animal slime is
MUCUS. The non-scien
tific
name for slime from
humans is “snot.”

REAL LIFE
MUCUS
MONSTER

Your body is a regular slime
factory. It puts out a quart
(liter) or more of slippery,
slimy mucus every day.
The mucus keeps your
nose, lungs, and breathing
passages clean by trapping
dust and bacteria. It also
coats and protects the lining
of your digestive system
from one end to the other.
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PRINCIPLE: COHESION • ELASTICITY • CROSS-LINKED POLYMERS

UNCE! They OOZE! They
LOOK OUT! They STRETCH! They BO

INGREDIENTS

WHITE GLUE
BORAX LAUNDRY
BOOSTER
WATER (WARM)
FOOD COLORING
(OPTIONAL)

LAB EQUIPMENT

GOOP SCOOP
MIXING CUP
MEASURING SPOON
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME STICK
SPOON
DROPPER

1

Use warm we glue dries.
before th glue slime
ed
Clean up dri inegar.
with v
VINEGAR IS ALSO
THE ANTI-GLUE.
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SLIME!

Glue

3

(OPTIONAL)

Use the plunger end of the
stick to mix the borax.

Add droppers full of
borax solution to the glue
mixture and stir until all
the liquid is absorbed.

LAB EQUIPMENT

WATER
FOOD COLORING

Measure ½ teaspoon
(2.5 mL) borax powder
and 4 tablespoons (60
mL) of warm water into
the cylinder.

In the mixing cup,
stir together 1
tablespoon (15 mL)
each of water
and glue.

INGREDIENTS
(LIKE STA-FLO)

Water

4

See how your
blob behaves
in the tests on
page 11.

Save the leftover
borax solution for
blob variations.

MIXING CUP
MEASURING SPOON
MIXING SPOON
Glue

1

In the mixing bowl, stir
together 1 tablespoon
(15 mL) each of water
and glue.

3

When thoroughly
mixed, pull it out
of the bowl and
try the Yank and
Slime Ball tests.

Water

When you pull slowly, the
slime stretches
stuck to one other, and the ce that sticks
without breaking. The for ether is called
the molecules of a liquid tog
COHESION (co-HEE-zhun).
*look for Liqu
starch that contid
sodium tetrabo ains
ra
Or to say it anot te—
her
way. borax!

,

2

Stir in 1
tablespoon
(15 mL) of
liquid starch.

4

Try vibrating
the slime.
Add colors
and see how
they mix.

TEST YOUR BLOBS!

BLOB RECIPE VARIATIONS

Yank test

Add 1/2 teaspoon (2.5 ml) of sugar to the glue mixture. Is it stretchier?

Slime Ball test

Before you add the borax solution:

ION ules stay
COHESslim
e molec

SLIMY BROTHER
WHITE GLUE
LIQUID STARCH*

THE BLOB 2

When the goo is thick
enough, pick it up with
your hands and knead it
until smooth.

THE
ANTI-aSteLr aInMd sEoap

Keep borax dust aw
ay
from your face and av
oid
inhaling it. Keep bora
x away
from small children.

THE B LOB'S

CROSS-LINKED
POLYMERS
Borax is

a type of
chemical called a
CROSS-LINKER. The borax
joins the glue’s polymer ch
ain
together. The cross-linked s
molecules get tangled up
and form a stretchy, sticky
mass. Cross-linked polymers
are typically tougher and les
flexible. More borax means s
more cross-linking.

d! What happens?
Stretch The Blob slowly. Now yank it har

Add a tiny squirt of hand lotion to the glue mixture.

bounce? What happens
Can you roll your blob into a ball? Will ityour hand?
when you let the ball sit in the palm of

Increase the amount of borax in the water to 1 teaspoon (5 mL).

Do blob slimes act like a Franken-Slime?

Add 1/2 teaspoon (2.5 ml) of baby powder to the glue mixture. Is it stiffer?

ELASTICITY

A material’s ability to go back
to its original shape after
being smashed, stretched,
or bent is called ELASTICITY
(uh-lass-TISS-ity).
Do your Blob slimes
have elasticity?
(Do they return to their
original shape?)

Slime-O-Nator test
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PRINCIPLE: CHEMICAL REACTION

E
M
L
I
G
S
I
N
N
G
H
A
COLOR-C
t
You’ll need an adul

INGREDIENTS

TFUL!
They FOAM! They FIZZ! They’re FRIGH

INGREDIENTS

WHITE GLUE
OSTER
BORAX LAUNDRY BO
WATER (WARM)
BAKING SODA
VINEGAR
FOOD COLORING

LAB EQUIPMENT
MIXING CUP
GOOP SCOOP
SLIME-O-NATOR
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME STICK
DROPPER

FIZZING SLIME BLOB
1

Make a batch of
The Blob slime
from page 10.

3

Drop some food
coloring on the
baking soda.
Fold the slime up
like a dumpling,
sealing the soda
in the middle.

2

Pat the slime
flat and add 2
teaspoons (10 mL)
of baking soda to
the middle.

4

Place the dumpling
in the Slime-O-Nator,
snap on the cover, and
turn on the machine.
Use the dropper to
squirt lots of vinegar
onto the dumpling.
What happens?

THE ANTI-SLIME TEST

12

When you’re done w
fizz, feel your slime. atching the
different after its vi Does it feel
ne
That’s because vinegagar bath?
r breaks
the glue’s polymer bo
nds.

CORNSTARCH
WATER
BBAGE
RED OR PURPLE CA
BAKING SODA
NEGAR
LEMON JUICE OR VI

1

Tear up a leaf of purple
cabbage and place it in the
blender.
Add 1 cylinder of warm water.
use
(NOTE: If you don’t want to e
bag
cab
e
th
ce
pla
er
a blend
. Get
and water in a ziplock bag l it
sea
bag
e
the air out of th
h your
and crush the cabbage wit rns
hands until the water tu
dark purple.)

,

3

In another
bowl, measure
2 tablespoons
(30 mL) each of
cornstarch and
baking soda.
Stir the
powders until
mixed.

, ,

e blender.

assistant to use th

LAB EQUIPMENT
BLENDER
STRAINER
SLIME CYLINDER
GOOP SCOOP
2 SMALL BOWLS
SLIME-O-NATOR
DROPPER

2

ACID SCIENCE,
BASICALLY

Fearsome froths mix acids and
bases. Vinegar contains acetic
acid. Lemon juice has citric acid.
Baking soda is a chemical called
a base. Acids and bases are like
mortal enemies. When an acid
and base collide, they neutralize
each other in a spectacular
chemical reaction that produces
carbon dioxide gas bubbles!

Have your adult
assistant blend the
mixture until you have
a cabbage smoothie.

DYEING TO
CHANGE

Pour the cabbage
through a strainer
into a cup or bowl.
Keep the purple water
and toss the leftover
slop into the sludge
bucket.

4

Stir 1 tablespoon
(15 mL) of cabbage
water into the
powders.
What do you
notice about
the color
right away?
Stir until mixed.
Add more cabbage
water if the mixture
is too thick to pour.

5

The natural dye in purple
cabbage turns colors
when mixed with acids
and bases. A base turns it
blue. Acids turn it pink. The
foam is the result of the
acid meeting the soda.

Pour the slime into
the Slime-O-Nator
and turn on the
machine.
As the slime
wriggles, squirt
lemon juice or
vinegar onto the
slime.
What happens?
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PRINCIPLE: STANDING WAVES

E
S
A
V
W
E
M
L
I
S
INGREDIENTS

WATER
CORNSTARCH
FOOD COLORING

it be SCIENCE?!
What’s that I hear? Couldrs when you energized your slimes in
me strange behavio
ing on.
You probably noticed soThese experiments shows you what’s been go
.
or
at
-N
the Slime-O

INGREDIENTS
WATER

LAB EQUIPMENT
SLIME CYLINDER
SLIME-O-NATOR
WAVE DOME

1

GOOD VIB2ES

Remove the
Dome Top and
set the Wave
Dome inside
the Dome Base.
They don’t snap
together.

SEEING SOUND

14

Sound is caused by vibrations. Higher-pitched
sounds come from faster vibrations. Lowerpitched ones come from slower vibrations. Repeat
the vibrating water experiment. This time, listen
carefully to the sound of the Slime-O-Nator as you
try fast and slow settings. Which sound is higher?
Which is lower? Look at the wave patterns and see
how they change along with the pitch.

3

Wavelength

Peak

Lower
Pitch
Wavelength
Higher
Pitch

Trough

Are the standing
wave patterns
different from the
water waves or are
they the same?

,

Vibrating the water makes tween
that zip back and forth be y zip,
the edge and center. As thed run
they bounce off the rim an the
through other waves. Where ine
waves meet, they can comb
gh
to create areas with extra-hi
S.
GH
OU
TR
w
-lo
PEAKS and extra
r
he
ot
ch
ea
el
nc
They can also ca
s.
ne
zo
ee
-fr
ve
out to create wa
eling
All this combining and canc u see
yo
rns
tte
pa
creates the wave
called
in the bowl. The patterns aree they
us
ca
be
S,
STANDING WAVE
slowly.
stay in place or move very
Standing Wave

4

Pour the
mixture into
the Wave Dome
and turn on the
Slime-O-Nator.
Adjust the
speed.

SOUND WAVES

G BOWL
MEDIUM-SIZE MIXIN
GOOP SCOOP
SLIME-O-NATOR
WAVE DOME

Add 1
scoop of
cornstarch
and stir
until well
mixed.

Measure 4
tablespoons
(60 mL) of
water into a
bowl.

What do you see?s on
eed
Try different sp r dial.
the Slime-O-Nato ern
Does the patt
change?

LAB EQUIPMENT

2

1

Add two cylinders
full of water to
the Wave Dome
and turn the
Slime-O-Nator
knob to the first
mark.

S. AND
PEAKS, TROUGHAV
ES
W
STANDING
waves

Turn off the
machine, and
carefully add two
different-colored
drops of food
coloring to the
liquid, on opposite
sides of the bowl.
Turn the machine
back on.
Watch What

happens to the
colors.

BACK TO NEWTON
The moving tendrils you’ve
seen in most of your slimes
come from standing wave
patterns. In the FrankenSlimes experiments, the
non-Newtonian properties
of the shear-thickening
cornstarch slime caused
it to pile up at the spots
where there were
standing-wave peaks.
A Newtonian fluid,
such as water, doesn’t
behave that way.
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G
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B
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T
T
S
JU

t don’t stop
e gooey world of slime. Buslimes in this
th
on
rt
pe
ex
an
’re
You
s!
ns on the
Congratulation
to concoct and test variatio
ve
now. Use your Slime-O-Natorme recipes. Snap on the Wave Dome and observe wa
d
sli
an
n
ow
ids
r
flu
you
-Newtonian
book. Make up
fluids. Investigate other non
patterns in other kinds of ies in the Slime Lab are endless. Have fun!
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1.

INGREDIENTS
USED IN THE SLIME
EXPERIMENTS:

Baking soda
Borax laundry booster*
Corn syrup (light)
Cornstarch (lots!)
Food coloring
Gelatin (unflavored)
Glue (clear gel or glitter
)
Glue (white)
Lemon juice
Liquid starch (like Sta-flo
)
Pepper (ground)
Red or purple cabbage
Vinegar

*Borax may not be available
in
all countries.
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